Dear Friends,
Like our sister organizations across the country, we
strive to be a Jewish voice in the progressive
community, and a progressive voice in the Jewish
community.
Through years focused on outreach and leadership
development, we’ve built enough strength to make
a critical contribution towards something
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important. There is nothing more important than
the struggle for clean and affordable water in
Detroit and Michigan. Building on a foundation of
years of relationship-building, our partners on the
People’s Water Board entrusted us with leading a
key strategy in the movement for water justice — a
true honor.
This was made possible by the hiring of a Program
Associate, allowing our Community Organizer to
build trust with partners and recruit an incredible
team of leaders. This increase in capacity also made
it possible to ramp up our efforts to engage the
Jewish community. Whether through a panel at a
suburban temple featuring Detroiters affected by
the water shutoffs, educational opportunities to
reflect on the 50th anniversary of the 1967 urban
uprising, or regular articles in the Detroit Jewish
News, DJJ is changing the conversation in our
community.
I feel so proud of how far we’ve come. We can’t
thank you enough for the time, talent or treasure
you have contributed to make this possible.
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Onward!

www.detroitjewsforjustice.org
@detroitj4j
Rabbi Alana Alpert, Executive Director
Detroit Jews for Justice

DJJ leaders at our training, "Practicing Resistance: Jewish Solidarity in Action & Community" with Jewish justice movement
leaders Dove Kent and Koach Baruch Frazier.

GAINING MOMENTUM
DJJ's response to this political moment has been a renewed commitment, doubling down on our mission
to work Jewishly for racial and economic justice:
We empowered our active base with intensive leadership opportunities in our campaign work, programming,
and organizational development. We more than doubled our leadership by growing our recruitment and
drawing in attendees of our programs: 45 people attended an orientation, 100 came to our water forum
highlighting the public health impacts of the water crisis, and over 180 attended our 3rd annual Hannukah party,
Festival of Rights. We are thriving and growing our power every day,
In coalition with the People's Water Board, we launched a campaign for water justice
legislation. After building deep relationships in the coalition for two years, our
community partners trusted us to take a critical role in moving this lobbying effort
forward. 100% of our base voted to launch into the water justice campaign.
Meanwhile we continued to mobilize for regional transit, education justice,
workers' rights, and immigrants and refugees through advocacy and action.
All this cemented our name in the national Jewish justice movement. Staff
attended the Jewish Social Justice Roundtable Network Assembly. Prior to
that, we hosted some of the Assembly's facilitators - leading voices in the
Jewish social justice field - to learn

"Thank you DJJ for being coliberators in the struggle for the
human right to water!"
-Monica Lewis-Patrick, CEO We the
People of Detroit

from their expertise. They were
wowed by what we've built in
Detroit. They told us they see us right
there with them at the forefront of
Jewish justice work.

Leader Staci Hirsch at
Purim, March 2017

A PROGRESSIVE VOICE IN THE
JEWISH COMMUNITY
Over 100 leaders make up our core team
40+ leaders active on an organizational
team or campaign
All work areas are intergenerational and
represent a regional spread of Metro
Detroit Jewry

SUSTAINABLE FUNDRAISING
Cultivated over 400 donors
Trained and empowered leaders as
grassroots fundraisers to reach new
supporters
Raised over $52,000 in year-end
fundraising
Sustaining donor initiative led to 49
monthly sustaining donors committing a
monthly gift

"DJJ joining our work has been a light and a
positive force for change. The organization
is filled with compassionate, caring,
dedicated members. "
- Lila Cabbil, Rosa Parks Institute, founding
member of People's Water Board

A JEWISH VOICE IN THE
PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY
Demonstrated leadership in grassroots
campaign for water justice legislation,
honored with the Spirit of Detroit Award
from Detroit city council
Participation in 10+ actions like rallies &
marches
Provided transportation & childcare to help
Detroit & Flint residents attend Lansing
World Water Day
7 issue areas like education & immigration
justice connected to via volunteer liaisons

CAPACITY BUILDING
Staff expanded with hire of Program
Associate, thanks to the support of
donors
Active Steering Committee, Fundraising
Team, and Campaign Advisory Team
100+ posts on blog
15 news articles published in local &
national outlets

Helping attendees of Festival of Rights to
write their legislators as part of water justice
campaign, December 2017.

Mayim Hayyim
Water is life
Take action for water justice at
detroitjewsforjustice.org/water
A NOTE OF THANKS TO OUR DONORS
DJJ's water justice team is a passionate group of leaders from three
generations and six cities. For over two years we’ve worked with the People’s
Water Board, becoming trusted partners. Today, we’re organizing
progressive Jews as leaders in efforts to guarantee clean and affordable
water in Michigan.
This the fight of a lifetime, and I'm so grateful to be a part of it.
DJJ shows up strategically, honestly and consistently as comrades in the
struggle against water shutoffs. The resulting respect that veteran water rights
organizers have for our young organization humbles me. As I take on more
campaign responsibilities, DJJ supports my growth as a leader. The
relationships I have built through this work push me to be a more
accountable neighbor and citizen of Detroit.
In 2017, more than 200 donors from 20 states invested in
DJJ. On behalf of myself and all who have been nourished,
encouraged, challenged and comforted by this community,
thank you! Your gifts help us participate, as Jews, in
movements for social change in Detroit & Michigan.
Gratefully,
Aaron Appel -- Campaign Chair

Support our work at detroitjewsforjustice.org/donate

